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Dear Supporters and Advocates of 
Shelby County Students,
Every year, I am more inspired by the power of 
one-on-one relationships when it comes to making 
a difference in a child’s trajectory. When a child has 
a champion, she doesn’t fall through the cracks. 
A minor setback doesn’t escalate. And some 
well-timed life-skills or boosts in confidence can 
knock down a variety of other barriers to success.

The more we work to measure our outcomes with the district’s most underresourced 
students, the more we see this power proved in the numbers. When our student support 
specialists engaged with students and delivered our model of targeted supports, we 
improved attendance rates for almost 80 percent of them and improved academics for 
88 percent. And when it came to school behavior and college readiness, we 
saw a 100-percent success rate for our interventions.

This work works. 

Another big milestone for us in the past year was the establishment of Communities In 
Schools of Memphis as an independent affiliate of the national organization. Our needs, 
our district landscape, and our community resources are decidedly different than those 
in the rest of the state, and this change will give us the freedom for more innovation, 
measurement, and scalability.

As you explore all that we are doing across Memphis and Shelby County, I hope you’ll 
think of ways you can join us. From dropping off school supplies to strategic financial 
support, there is a way for all of our neighbors to help. I am so proud of what we have 
done so far, but I am energized by what is in our grasp. There is no limit to the transfor-
mation we will see when every child has a champion.

Sincerely,

Sonji Branch
Chief Executive Officer
Communities In Schools of Memphis
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In Memphis to make connections.
We know that Memphis’ most vulnerable students are not statistics and that there is no 
one-size fits-all solution to the challenges they face. That’s why our model is designed to 
be adaptable to their unique needs. Whether it’s helping them find a safer place to sleep 
or opportunities that prepare them for the college and careers of their choice, we connect 
students with the support they need to learn at their best.
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In Shelby County, an alarming number of students were considered chronically absent last 
year, missing at least 10%, or 18 days, of school. Many of these children are living in poverty 
facing enormous challenges outside of the classroom. Without community support, they are 
more at risk for missing school, dropping out, and failing to earn a high school diploma.

Our school-based staff, known as Student Support Specialists, partner with teachers to 
identify challenges that students face in class or at home and implement our unique model 
to coordinate with community partners to bring outside resources inside the school. From 
immediate needs like food or clothing to more complex ones like counseling or emotional 
support, we do whatever it takes to help students come to school, stay in school, and remain 
on track to graduation.

Our evidence-based model brings resources inside of schools – easily accessible and 
customized to individual students and local communities. Our student support specialists 
are responsible for identifying the barriers that students face and strategically aligning and 
delivering needed resources so that teachers can teach and students can focus on learning. 
They work methodically and within a proven framework to establish strategic plans that 
address the needs of the specific school community and its most vulnerable students.

As the plan is implemented and students receive these Integrated Student Supports, the odds 
increase exponentially that they will break the grip of poverty and diminished opportunity.

In schools to help kids stay in school.

ACHIEVEMENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Aspire Hanley Elementary
Cornerstone Elementary

Denver Elementary

MIDDLE SCHOOLS

Humes Prep
Lester Middle

HIGH SCHOOLS

Humes Prep

SHELBY COUNTY SCHOOLS

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Aspire Coleman
Power Center Elementary

Promise Academy Hollywood

MIDDLE SCHOOLS

Grandview Heights Middle
Riverview K-8

Power Center Middle
Kirby Middle

Sherwood Middle
Wooddale Middle

HIGH SCHOOLS

Power Center High
Hamilton High
Manassas High
Melrose High
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In 2017-2018, we provided 4,500+ hours of Integrated Student Supports to students in 19 
schools. These hours were in the form of 1,500+ services provided by our Student Support 
Specialists. More than 800 of the students we served were classified as “case-managed,” 
which means that they received at least four services.

In the past year Communities In Schools of Memphis has also worked to gain greater visibility 
into our outcomes. We know our methodology is effective, but we are working to better 
understand which supports work best with which students in which environments. We are 
developing new metrics and dashboards that will be crucial in informing how we support our 
current schools and how we chart our growth.

• Total Schools Served: 19

• Total School Enrollment: 9,231

• Number of Case Managed Students: 834

• Percent of Annual Target of Case Managed Students: 104%

•	 Overall	Affiliate	Goal:	Reduce	CA	of	portfolio	by	an	average	of	25%

From August to May, Student Support Specialists provided 1,507 services over 4,549 hours 
for the schools we serve.

Delivering Impact; Improving Measurement
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CASE MANAGED STUDENTS (K-11) - 818  TOTAL

CASE MANAGED SENIORS - 76 TOTAL

Case management is the core of our work in Memphis, because it is yielding extraordinary 
results in our community. Many of the youth we serve face numerous obstacles to success, 
which makes them very responsive to the Communities In School case management model. 
Unlike many other intervention and support models that just address a single challenge or 
indicator, we can simultaneously address a variety of hurdles.

55 students were exited or released early without goal achievement. Of those 55, 7 received services but were not on the caseload long enough to document 
progress and 34 or 71% had a final progress check showing them as progressing towards or surpassing their goal at that point in time. Possible reasons for 
early exit include students transferring schools, student expulsion, parent/student rescinding consent, or parent/student non-compliance.

*Only contains students with Goal Achievement status and some students have more than one goal.

Case-Managed Students

IMPROVE ATTENDANCE 797

16

7

30

630

14

7

30

79%

88%

100%

100%

STUDENT GOAL
# OF STUDENTS WITH 

GOAL (803 STUDENTS*)
# OF STUDENTS 

GOAL MET/MADE PROGRESS
% OF STUDENTS 

GOAL MET/MADE PROGRESS

IMPROVE ACADEMICS

IMPROVE SCHOOL BEHAVIOR

IMPROVE COLLEGE READINESS
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CASE MANAGED STUDENTS (K-11) - 818  TOTAL

CASE MANAGED SENIORS - 76 TOTAL

778, 95%

66, 91%

1, 1%

1, 1%
2, 3%

3, 4%

4, 1%36, 4%

RETAINED DROPPED OUTGRADUATED

TRANSFERREDEXPELLED

PROMOTEDTRANSFERRED EXPELLED

95% 
of our 

case-managed 
K-11 students 

were promoted.

91% 
of case-managed 

seniors 
graduated.

88% 
of case-managed 

students met/made 
progress towards 
academic gains.

79% 
of students 
met/made 

progress towards 
attendance goals.
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In 2017-2018, we continued our intense focus on chronic absenteeism, which is defined as a 
student missing 10 percent or more of the days the student is enrolled for any reason, including 
excused absences and out-of-school suspensions.

Often overlooked, individual student attendance is a strong indicating measure that can play a 
significant role in addressing student needs. Missing multiple days of school – especially in early 
grades — has been proven to have both immediate and long-term negative impacts. In fact, the 
State of Tennessee last year added chronic absenteeism to the accountability metrics it uses to 
assess schools.

Much of our new measurement work has been in the arena of getting better data on chronic 
absenteeism and how our work impacts it.

*Tennessee Department of Education Report Card Data. 
Recovery Rate (Total Percenatge Point Change in Chronic Absenteeism Rates)1

(negative numbers indicate a growth or increase in Chronic Absenteeism Rates and numbers of schools served in parethesis)

Tackling Chronic Absenteeism

%  OF STUDENTS CHRONICALLY ABSENT: BY SCHOOL DISTRICT*
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Level School
2016-17 

Chronic Absenteeism 
Baseline1

2017-18 
EOY Chronic 

Absenteeism Rates1
Recovery Rates

Elementary

Aspire Coleman 16% 20% -4.70

Aspire Hanley Elementary 23% 23% -0.70

Cornerstone Elementarty 22% 14% 8.10

Denver Elementary 32% 14% 18.00

Power Center Elementary 21% 18% 2.5

Promise Academy Hollywood 1% 1% 0.80

AVERAGE 19% 15% 4.00

Middle

Grandview Heights Middle 37% 25% 12.10

Humes Prep 31% 25% 6.10

Kirby Middle 15% 17% -2.00

Lester Middle 24% 13% 10.30

Power Center Middle 9% 8% 0.70

Riverview K8 18% 13% 4.90

Sherwood Middle 28% 21% 6.80

Wooddale Middle 18% 15% 3.20

AVERAGE 22% 17% 5.26

High

GRAD Academy Memphis 65% 46% 19.20

Hamilton High 65% 54% 10.90

Manassas High 47% 31% 16.30

Melrose High 40% 30% 9.60

Power Center High 8% 33% -25.40

AVERAGE 45% 39% 6.12

AFFILIATE AVERAGE 27.26% 22.17% 5.09
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Going FORWARD: More data. More Impact. 
More Students. 
Communities In Schools of Memphis has more momentum than ever before, and we are poised to strengthen 
and expand. Our strategic priorities for the future fall into three key categories: Sustain, Deepen, and Grow. 
Our focus on sustaining is an intentional strategy for strengthening our organizational capacity by recruiting 
and retaining high caliber talent and increasing our revenue. Our focus on deepening our in-school services 
and our work to provide the full spectrum of supports necessary for success. And our commitment to growth 
includes serving more students and expanding ongoing supports we provide our existing students. Our three-
year strategic plan prioritizes specific objectives designed to ensure that we achievement of our goals.

SUSTAIN: Building Financial Sustainability
Since becoming an independent, Memphis-focused organization with local leadership and a local board, 
we have been able to increase and diversify our funding streams. With a strengthened commitment to 
Memphis and a growing body of local evidence, we believe we are in a strong position to further expand 
and diversify funding.

DEEPEN: Testing New Services and Supports for Impact 

We continue our focus on strong local outcomes data. This allows us more than ever to implement new 
supports with real visibility into their impact. The data tells us where to focus and where to adjust — and 
data tells the city that Communities In Schools of Memphis is making a measurable difference. As we 
continue to gather more robust data, our dashboard is becoming a valuable tool for supporting all three 
strategic priorities.

GROW: Reaching Administrators and Influencers
The federal government has recognized the power of Integrated Student Supports and included them as an 
effective and evidence-based strategy in 2015’s Every Student Succeeds Act — and made Title I funding 
available for them. The national Communities In Schools organization was a strong voice for this change, 
and we have turned now to state and district leaders to ensure this work is supported, prioritized, and 
expanded locally.

We will continue to work directly with Shelby County Schools, the Achievement School District, and other 
local school districts to ensure that our effective Integrated Student Supports are available to as many 
vulnerable students as possible.
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Board of Directors

Gary Moses, Chair
FedEx Freight

Lori Patton, Vice Chair
Roadshow BMW & 

The Patton Family Foundation

Stephen Slabaugh, Treasurer
Dixon Hughes Goodman, LLP

Kim Cox, Secretary
Kim Cox Law

Lisa Foley
Pinnacle Financial Partners

Andy Gattas
Knowledge Tree

Steven Reid
Sutton Reid Political 
Advertising Group

Glenda Yarbrough
Poplar Foundation
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In Schools to Shape Futures.
We know that every student is different. 

Each one has a complex and individualized 
set of barriers to success, and each one needs a 

different set of supports in order to break through.

Yet we have found a single intervention that makes 
a difference almost every time — giving students a 

caring, trained, and resourceful adult whose only 
job is to be their champion.
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1350 Concourse Ave.  |  Suite 434  |  Memphis, TN 38104
901.260.9648

www.CISmemphis.org
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